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The film is about time travel within an ocean. 
It is the story of an ecosystem that collapsed 
and a community that nurtured its recovery. 
Today, this story is a symbol of hope.

My Community
 and My World



Introduction 

A Reef Reborn Facilitators’ Guide was created to synthesize the lessons learned at Cabo Pulmo.  
It is intended as an instrument for those who wish to provide communities with a process that 
guides them to make decisions and take actions to care for their natural heritage, in consideration 
of their current and future generations’ welfare. 

The facilitator's role is different from the role of a teacher, because in this case there are no right 
answers.  It acknowledges that each individual, group and community has its own history, values 
and vision.   Based on these, they will forge their own pathway and destination. Thus, the 
facilitator is a companion that supports a learning process in a participatory way.  

In the activities presented in the guide, the community envisions their future by exploring their 
past and present relationship with the environment, based on the following ideas: 

1. All changes start within ourselves.  
2. We are products of our family values. 
3. How we live in our community, and its direct impact on our environment with possible global 
consequences. 
4. We are all connected: what happens in the world could affect our environment, community, 
family and ourselves.            

Finally, the activities have been designed using the premise that everyone is unique and has 
different talents: some people learn more by observation, others by listening and so on. This 
guide uses various tools such as games, contemplation, introspection, correlation and reflection to 
make the process accessible to all. 

A Reef Reborn Facilitators’ Guide is structured in three parts:  
   

Part 1. Me and my family   
Objective: To lead the participants to contemplate their deepest “self” thereby raising 
awareness of their own unique presence in the world. They will also reflect on the 
positive values they acquired from their families that have enriched their lives.  

Part 2. My Environment 
Objective: Sensitize the participants to identify and recognize the benefits derived from 
their environment and orient them so they can develop conservation initiatives based 
upon ecological principles. 

Part 3. My Community and My World 
Objective: Motivate the participants to discover and build a community vision. 
Recognize the role of organization in collective and cohesive action.  
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Welcome to A Reef Reborn project.  

We have developed this guide to provide a tool for those who wish to help communities 
recognize the value of their natural resources, wherever they may be, and ways in which 
they can conserve them. 

This guide is a description of 20 activities. They are ideas or proposals. Everything 
depends on what you encounter in the community. With your experience you will surely 
improve what is proposed here.  

If you would like to share your experience with the broader community, please write to 
facilitators@areefreborn3d.com, because we want to hear from you. By pooling our 
collective knowledge we can create a support network.  

We recommend to begin the workshop by preparing the participants by: 

 1) Screening the film A Reef Reborn;        
 2) Use the activities proposed in Appendix 1 (included in Part 1);        
 3) Follow the activities in Parts 1, 2 and 3.        

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world; indeed, 
it's the only thing that ever has.”  
               Margaret Mead 
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OBJECTIVE: To explore the development of other businesses to diversify the economy while 
ensuring conservation of natural resources. 

IN THE FILM: Before the marine reserve was created, the community gradually transitioned from 
fishing to establish businesses that provided tourist services such as restaurants, diving centers, 
accommodations, artwork and boat services, among others. 

CONCEPTS: There are alternative ways to generate income in our communities, but we must 
identify the potential demand for these products and services where they are—both locally and 
internationally—and explore their marketability. 

MATERIALS: “Maria’s song” A Reef Reborn music (Appendix 1), board or flip chart, markers or 
chalk, Reeflections workbooks (Appendix 3) and pencils.  

BACKGROUND: Lack of knowledge about our natural resources has caused many exploitive 
activities that were once productive to eventually fail. When this happens it is time to develop 
other businesses. What are the barriers to change? Change is not easy, because for many 
communities, fishing represents not only a livelihood; it is part of their identity and culture. 
Change also represents great risk—the unknown.  In many cases it may not be necessary to 
change the business but instead to add value to the product. Consequently, extraction costs are 
lower and income is higher.   

Firstly it is important that one understands the complexity of the relationship with natural 
resources, the rest of the economy and society at large. Bear in mind that it takes time to develop 
new skills and build a business.  This can be achieved through collective learning about the 
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1 WHAT LIVELIHOODS ARE POSSIBLE?  
Estimated time: 60 minutes



diversity of resources, skills, abilities and interests of the community and those factors that have 
contributed to or inhibited people making changes before. 

ACTIVITY:  To perform this activity, the group members must have already participated in 
"Recognizing my Watershed" and have drawn the map with pictures that refer to uses of their 
natural resources. Ask a volunteer to recall previous findings regarding the community’s resources 
and how they are leveraged today (must be very concise).  
Subsequently, reflect for one minute in silence on the following question: What would happen if a 
day comes when our ecosystems can no longer support our survival?  
Ask: Has the lack of knowledge and awareness about our natural resources led businesses to 
become less profitable? Do they need to look for other alternatives? Are there resources that 
could provide alternative business opportunities?  Can the resources be exploited in other ways?  
What are the barriers to change? What are the consequences of not changing?  

Divide the participants into teams of four to discuss their ideas. Each team will complete the table 
in the Reeflections workbook either individually or together.  Turn the music on.  

Upon completion engage the group members to share their business ideas.  List them on a flip 
chart.  

Ask:  Can we increase the revenues from our existing production by adding value to it?  

For example: This may require change in the way of procuring the product to obtain special 
certification that is internationally recognized, such as “sustainably fished,” “organic,” “dolphin-
friendly” and so on.   Alternatively businesses may add value to their products prior to sale.  

Explain that all new businesses require the following: Strategic planning, an understanding of how 
markets work, identifying new opportunities and accessing them. For this it is essential to gain 
support from experienced people. It is important to develop a list of reliable allies that the 
community already knows. These allies may not only be a possible source of funding, but also 
available for advice and support. 

REFLECTIONS:  "If you only do what you know to do, you'll never be more than you already are.” 
                    DreamWorks 
KEY WORDS: Creativity, dedication, resources, alternative, livelihoods.  
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OBJECTIVE:  The community constructs a collective vision for a shared future. 

IN THE FILM:  Fishermen and families in the region of Cabo Pulmo agree to protect their reefs 
and provide services for tourists. Subsequently, they organized themselves to improve their quality 
of life (access to education, potable water, electricity, etc.). 

CONCEPTS: A community’s vision focuses at first on today’s needs to improve the quality of life. 

MATERIALS: “Building a Common Vision” A Reef Reborn music (Appendix 1), flip chart, balloons 
(one per participant), Post-it notes, markers, Reeflections workbook (Appendix 3) and pencils. 

BACKGROUND: To many people their life’s dream is just that: A pleasant fantasy.   The dream 
becomes a vision when there is a plan and the resolve to realize it.  To implement the vision, the 
community engages in collective action to optimize all available resources.   

ACTIVITY:  Present inspiring stories about an individual or a community.  For example: 
1) Albert Lexie                                                                                                                           

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2013/12/shoeshine-man-retires-after-donating-over-200000-in-tips/ 
2) San Juan la Laguna 
         http://www.sanjuanlalaguna.org/index.php?lang=en 

The group sits in a circle. Take the participants on an Imagineering adventure—a community 
visioning exercise. Ask them to imagine the most desirable conditions in which they could find 
their community and environment in 1 year, 5 years and 10 years.  
It is possible that they want it to remain exactly as it is now. In that case, ask them to think about 
education, health, water quality or whatever comes to mind.  Everyone will write their own dream 
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2 BUILDING A COMMON VISION  
Estimated time: 2 hours

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2013/12/shoeshine-man-retires-after-donating-over-200000-in-tips/
http://www.sanjuanlalaguna.org/index.php?lang=en


on a Post-it note and then read it to the group. Guide them to place the notes on the flip chart 
under two headings: Community and environment. After all the participants have delivered their 
own ideas, analyze the similarities of their dreams. Divide the participants into four groups. Each 
group will consolidate a vision statement that generally addresses everyone's dream. 

Help them to consolidate their ideas into vision statements. Usually “vision statements” have 
these characteristics: 
- They use the name of the specific community; 
- They employ concepts that are easy to communicate, like a slogan; 
- They reflect common aspirations and objectives; 
- They include words with broad collective support; 
- They should be inspiring and uplifting to reflect the efforts of all who contributed. 

For example, the Cabo Pulmo community reached consensus on the following vision: 

Help the group to organize the ideas and prioritize them. If there are existing projects already 
underway—give them more importance.  This is the example at Cabo Pulmo:  

There is one final game to complete this activity.  Provide each participant with a balloon.  Ask all 
members of the group to write their common vision on a piece of paper. Have them place the 
paper inside the balloon. Ask them to inflate the balloon as they would when building their 
dream. When the balloons are fully inflated have them tie the ends off with knots—and ask them 
to hug the balloons with much tenderness and affection. The balloons represent their dreams. Ask 
each participant to toss his or her dream in the air—and keep it aloft—to prevent it from falling. 
The gravitational forces that make the balloons drop represent all the adversity that they will face 
as they fight to make these dreams come true. Mention that you are going to represent the death 
of a dream, so that if a balloon falls, you will try to break it. Put the music on. This exercise will last 
from one to two minutes. 

REFLECTIONS:  There are many obstacles that interfere with achieving a dream, but when you are 
truly committed—you will succeed. A trouble shared is a trouble halved. 

KEY WORDS:  Vision, action, commitment. 
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“Cabo Pulmo is a sanctuary of People, Land and Sea.  
A truly natural, rustic and unique destination.” 



 
OBJECTIVES:  Understand how to construct an environment in the community to share 
information and come to agreements. 

IN THE FILM: After lengthy discussions, the Cabo Pulmeños and neighboring communities 
reached an agreement to protect the reefs. 

CONCEPTS: Community meetings are best held in a public space, where the ideas of all 
members are respected equally and the dignity of all is guaranteed so there is collective 
participation in the process. This is the place to problem-solve —where proposals are generated 
and work commitments allocated. 

MATERIALS: Reeflections workbook (Appendix 3), flip chart or blackboard, markers. 

BACKGROUND: To develop and implement a vision, the community must discuss and determine 
a course of action. This needs to take place in a neutral space, free of any religious and political 
affiliation, where everybody is welcome and anybody can speak freely.  

Such meetings require an agenda, someone neutral to guide the conversation and a second 
person to record the agreements and commitments.  

Before you start the activity, determine the level of familiarity that participants have with 
community meetings. 
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3  COMMUNITY MEETINGS 
Estimated time: 40 minutes



ACTIVITY:  Ask the participants first to remember the vision and aspirations developed during the 
previous activity. How can they make this happen?  As facilitator, record the ideas from the 
participants on a flip chart.   

The sure way to achieve a level of consensus is by bringing people together. Brainstorm a list of 
requirements necessary to have an effective meeting (lead the participants to come up with the 
following list): 
- Community members (preferably all of them) have the desire to control their own destiny.  
- A willingness to share, to commit, to trust and to be open to communication. 
- A neutral space for a meeting in which the community feels comfortable.  
- A mutual agreeable time to meet (meetings should not exceed two hours). 
- An open invitation, that organizers make certain to extend to everybody. 
- An agenda, with clearly identified topics for discussion. 
- A moderator, who is willing to guide discussions, is inclusive and remains neutral. 
- A secretary who creates a list of attendees, documents the agreements they reach and the 

commitments they make. 
- Rules of engagement (constructed during the discussion).  

The agenda for this meeting is to decide which of the projects should be part of the initial phase 
of “building a vision.” To decide which ones qualify, the participants should discuss each topic in 
terms of what is the top priority for the community. 

Then ask for two volunteers: A moderator (who will help the group make democratic decisions) 
and a secretary who will document the agreements and commitments.  

Agreements are reached by consensus or vote. The ideal is to try to reach a consensus through 
discussions and formalize agreements without the need to vote. This process requires a free 
exchange of ideas with participants listening respectfully to the perspectives and concerns of 
others and making an effort to resolve any differences. In this way, each and every participant 
believes that he or she has come to the best decision. 

If consensus is not possible, and the community opts for a vote, the measure may be passed by 
attaining a majority (depending on what the community has previously agreed should constitute a 
percentage: 50% + 1, 80% + 1 or unanimity—100% approval). Of course, when all participants 
buy into a project, its chance of succeeding is greatly increased.Explain that the secretary will 
record, in writing, all the agreements which the group has reached and the commitments that 
have been made. It is not necessary to type all the details.  Here are examples of sufficient 
amounts of information:  
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It was unanimously agreed that decision-making process will be first by consensus and then if 
necessary by vote with 80% + 1 signifying approval. 

11 of 12 attendees voted to address the issue of potable water for the community. The next 
meeting will be on (insert the exact date and time here), to be held at (insert specific location 
here, such as Village Hall, etc.) to discuss the work plan for (insert a specific agenda item 
here). 



It should be noted that the problems discussed might not always be resolved in a single meeting. 
Often lengthy discussions are required, during the meetings and following these formal sessions. 
What is important is to maintain the will to solve the issue. Additionally, it is important to 
efficiently control the time for the meetings, ensuring that they do not extend longer than two 
hours. That is part of the moderator’s role.  The secretary is also responsible for storing and 
sharing the “minutes,” or official notes of the meeting, as agreed. 

Before the end of the meeting, everyone should agree about the date of the next meeting to 
resolve outstanding issues or to table new ones. For example, the Cabo Pulmo community has 
meetings on the first Wednesday of each month. A group of volunteers organizes a committee, 
which is tasked with issuing community notices, preparing agendas and ensuring that the minutes 
are completed and distributed. Sometimes, when necessary, key people from non-profit 
organizations and government, as well as scientists and other friends of the community, are 
invited, who provide guidance and resources to develop areas in which the community is working.  
These individuals do not vote. 

REFLECTIONS:  The meetings are where we learn, organize and make decisions. It is the heart of 
our community where we work on unfulfilled dreams to make them come true. 

KEY WORDS:  Community, meeting, organization, decision-making, consensus, agreements, 
unanimity. 
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OBJECTIVE:  To learn about the planning process, create a work plan and identify networks for 
community support.   

IN THE FILM: The community achieves the creation of Cabo Pulmo National Park with the support 
of scientists, government and friends. This has protected the coral reefs and associated life for 
more than 20 years. 

CONCEPTS: Planning and support of networks. 

MATERIALS: A Reef Reborn Planning and implementation guide tables (Appendix 2), 
Reeflections workbooks (Appendix 3) and pencils. 

BACKGROUND: To implement a project, it is necessary to develop an action plan, which is 
defined by the steps that need to be taken, the time and resources required to enact it and finally, 
to determine who performs the actions and when. The action plan can only be realized when it is 
very clear exactly what it is you want to achieve. Goals should be realistic. It is critically important 
that the community achieves tangible results, thereby attracting more people to participate in 
future processes. As the community progresses in this endeavor, it increases its confidence in self-
management, leadership and develops more enthusiasm to undertake larger projects that require 
additional time, effort and resources. 

The community needs to identify allies, such as government, associations, businesses, scientists 
and friends in the planning sessions to aid with the analysis. They are all part of a valuable support 
network. 
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4              LET’S DO IT! 
Estimated time: 60 minutes



ACTIVITY: As facilitator, congratulate the participants on having come so far in self-understanding, 
plus the ability to value their natural resources and building a common vision for the future. These 
are tremendous breakthroughs. Having selected the first task during the previous activity 
(“Community Meeting”) they now have to figure out the best way to implement the project. In 
this session the participants will determine the required actions, necessary resources, the schedule 
and who is responsible for achieving their objective. They can use the format that comes in the 
Reeflections workbook.  

Pick the top priority and define the goal that the group is willing to achieve.  

Ask the participants the following questions:  
What resources are available?    What are the constraints?    
Remember that it is a step-by-step process to achieve the goal.  

For example, Cabo Pulmo priority project: Water supply. 

It is very important that the participants measure their progress in completing a task over time 
(using milestones).  This can identify their roadblocks and indicate possible solutions. In this way 
the community can organize to solve its own needs.    

Before beginning a project the community can invite its network of supporters and potential 
supporters to an open house.  In this event, the community will present not only its hopes and 
needs, but also its commitment to achieve the goal.  

REFLECTIONS: “If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they 
should be. Now put the foundations under them.”              Henry David Thoreau 
 
            Ask the participants what this famous phrase means: “Rome was not built in a day.” 

      KEY WORDS: Planning, allies, network, milestones, resources. 

PROJECT / What do we want to achieve? Where? How much? When? 
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Goal: By 2025 100% of households in the community are connected to the water 
system and have access to a minimum of 250 liters every day.

Actual situation (Baseline): In 2016 just 30% of households are connected to the 
water system and have access to a minimum of 250 liters every day.



OBJECTIVE: To acquire basic skills for resolving conflicts. Learn that those involved in the conflicts 
are the ones with the greatest ability to resolve them. 

IN THE FILM: The community's decision to stop fishing was not easy to make. Although the film 
does not show it, the community held many long discussions where opposing views were held. 
There may not have been any right opinions, only different views provoking worries and 
uncertainties.  By discussing these issues at length, the Cabo Pulmeños were able to resolve their 
differences. 

CONCEPTS: Conflict resolution. 

MATERIALS: 5 scarves for blindfolding, “Gaining confidence” A Reef Reborn music (Appendix 1), 
Reeflections workbook (Appendix 3) and pencils.  

BACKGROUND: A conflict is usually perceived as something negative. In a dispute between 
people a problem often relates to misunderstandings, differences of opinion and may be difficult 
to talk about.  If we change our perspectives, this conflict can be seen as an opportunity for 
change, potentially for the better. Problems are challenges that require us to go beyond what we 
thought we could do. 

The resolution of a conflict depends upon the skills available to participants to reach an 
agreement. People who are involved in a conflict are generally the most suitable to solve it. We 
can get useful help by observing the conflict in another way.  The solution depends upon the will 
and disposition each participant in the dispute.  

The first step for the opposing sides: Hold a discussion and be effective listeners by using 
empathy. Empathy is putting yourself in others’ positions, to be non-judgmental, to recognize 
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5 KNOT - MANAGEMENT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
Estimated time: 30 minutes



others’ viewpoints and to communicate thoughtfully. Empathy begins within us, by being kind to 
ourselves first.  

ACTIVITY: You will start by stating that in any relationship in which two human beings are involved, 
inevitably at some point there will be conflicts.  Ask the questions and write the answers in the flip 
chart: What do we feel when we are in a conflict situation?  What are the main causes for conflicts?  

Problems can be traced back to many factors, some of which are so predictable that they can be 
listed. The main ones are bad communication and intolerance.  Invite the group to play a game, 
which consists of three rounds. 

First round: A volunteer will be asked to leave the group and wait to be called (the volunteer 
cannot see/hear what the others are doing). This volunteer will represent someone from outside 
the community or family. The group will make a circle, holding hands and, without letting go, 
begin to intertwine forming a great human knot.  

Ask the volunteer to come back and try undoing the knot. No one but the volunteer is allowed to 
speak, but he/she may be allowed to give verbal instructions. Give the volunteer two minutes to 
try to untangle the knot. If unsuccessful, you instruct members of the group to untangle 
themselves without letting go of other people’s hands to re-form the circle. When the participants 
have untangled themselves—or after two minutes—tell them to stop.  

Discuss with members of the group how this exercise relates to their own lives. Point out that 
nobody from outside the conflict has the solution. It is important to solve the problem from within 
the group.  Seek outside support from others, as a last resort.  

Second round: The volunteer is re-integrated into the group. The activity is repeated with 20% of 
the group blindfolded (the most active ones will be chosen for this). When everyone is entangled, 
no one may speak. The participants are given three minutes to untangle themselves, following 
which the game ends.  
Ask:  How did they feel when they were unable to speak or see? 

Third round: The exercise will be repeated, but now without blindfolds and with the ability to 
speak. The human knot will be disentangled in seconds. 
Ask: How do we resolve conflicts in our lives?  Mention the skills that help resolve conflict. 

REFLECTIONS: It is important to realize that conflicts can be resolved with communication. The 
ability to observe the situation from the other person’s perspective permits one to comprehend 
what the other is feeling to better understand the problem. Do the test! The next time you face a 
conflict, view it as an opportunity. Try changing the perspective. Say me—not you.  You’ll see 

different results!  Permit a little time for the participants to write their reflections in 
their workbooks.  

     KEY WORDS: Conflict resolution, communication, opportunities, skills,    
empathy. 
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OBJECTIVE: Identify natural and cultural characteristics of our community that reflect the essence 
of our identity and generate a sense of pride. 

IN THE FILM: Cabo Pulmeños' life at sea, surrounded by desert, has forged a robustness, 
independence and resilience that characterizes the community.    

CONCEPTS: Pride is self-assertion and vindication of who and what one is, and is derived from 
family, community, culture and the environment. 

MATERIALS: Sheets of paper, markers, pencils, construction paper, flip chart, open space, 
cardboard, fabric, papier–mâché, recycling materials, Reeflections workbook (Appendix 3). 

BACKGROUND: The sense of pride for one’s community is ascribed to one’s personal and 
collective identification with, and a sense of belonging to, a particular place.    

According to the philosopher Simone Weil, “every human being has the need to know their roots 
and the moral, intellectual and spiritual components that comprise them, that have resulted from 
environmental and personal experiences throughout life.” 

People are driven by logic and emotion. Pride may be a powerful emotion. It may be tied to the 
place in which we were born, where we live or our traditions. Every place has a unique cultural 
richness which we recognize, value, care for and preserve. 
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6 PRIDE IN MY COMMUNITY 
Estimated time: 60 minutes

http://www.learnersdictionary.com/search/papier-mache


ACTIVITY:  Gather participants in a circle. Inform them that you will be saying the phrase: "El 
Vencedor  is sinking. Gather in groups of… (say a number)."   When they gather, they will 1

exchange ideas about the cultural or natural qualities of their community that makes them most 
proud. Anyone left without a group is temporarily out of the game. Repeat the game with 
everyone joining in a few more times.  

Next ask the participants to share words that symbolize their community and write them on a flip 
chart.  You can tell the participants that part of what holds us somewhere is the sense of 
belonging; the pride we feel for a particular place. Pride is a powerful feeling that can help 
everyone stay united in a geographic location or draws one back if one is away. 

Discuss the following questions in a group, or the participants can individually answer them in 
their workbooks: 
What makes us feel proud to live in our community?  
If we’re away from home, what would we miss?  
What is it that would make us want to return?  

Ask the participants to draw on a sheet of paper what they believe best represents their 
community. Pin their drawings on a wall. Give them the time to explain their choices. Then ask 
them all together which three or four are the most significant symbols. Ask them to create a logo 
or a shield together using cardboard, fabric, papier–mâché or other materials that are available.  

REFLECTIONS:  Propose that everyone completes the following sentence in his or her workbook:  
I am a (write the community’s name or nickname) because________. 

For example: I am a "snowbird" because “I'm from New York.” 

KEY WORDS: Identity, pride, culture, place, symbols. 

 El Vencedor is the tuna vessel that sank on Cabo Pulmo’s reefs.   1

After 30 years the wreck has become a haven for life.
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http://www.learnersdictionary.com/search/papier-mache


 

OBJECTIVE: Validate the key ideas of A Reef Reborn, embrace them and commit to action. 

IN THE FILM: At the end of Cabo Pulmo’s story, Iliana (the narrator) says: “...but nature is 
indomitable. It is irrepressible. When we humans give it a chance, it can heal itself... and heal us 
too.” 

CONCEPTS: The belief in change, setting a new course, the determination to follow through, the 
courage to do whatever is necessary to achieve your dream.   

MATERIALS: “A Reef Reborn” music (Appendix 1), little pieces of paper, a box, pencils, yarn and 
Reeflections workbook (Appendix 3). 

BACKGROUND: Through A Reef Reborn we have learned that we are masters of our own 
destinies. That any change is possible. That our dream can succeed if applied through action. 
That unity creates strength. What we build in us, in our families and communities, is connected 
with the environment and the rest of the world. 

ACTIVITY:  This endeavor can be accompanied by the music (from Appendix 1) at a low volume. 
Invite the participants to write on pieces of paper something that they had felt, heard or thought 
during the workshop and put them in the box.  
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7 A NEW BEGINNING - A REEF REBORN 
Estimated time: 30 minutes



Then pass the box around for everyone to take a piece of paper and read out loud what someone 
else wrote. Invite each participant to expand on those ideas.   

Suggest that group members write in their workbooks what they want for themselves, their 
families, the environment, the community and the world.  After, propose to repeat the first 
program activity—Appendix 1—by sharing one thought that they wrote.  At the end they will be 
bound together into this great network again by their dreams. 

REFLECTIONS:  Anything that is possible can be achieved.  It depends on the level of our vision 
and commitment. 

KEY WORDS: Reborn, reflection, enthusiasm, determination, optimism, courage, creativity. 
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APPENDICES 

                     
1) A Reef Reborn Music 

2) A Reef Reborn Planning and Implementation format. Available for printing letter-size: 
       https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_M2FRN1VOUDFWYms                                    

3) A Reef Reborn Reeflections workbook Part 3:“My Family and My world”. We recommend 
printing this on Recycled legal - sized paper.  Ready to print format available in:   https://

drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx84o8uuK36_bWxHRDFxRGdlZlk/view?usp=sharing                                                       
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Activity Soundtrack Comments

3.1  What other livelihoods 
are possible? 

María’s song 
https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0Bx84o8uuK36_TTJ2RXpEWDZEWkE

Hope. Setting out on a journey filled with 
possibilities.

3.2  Building a common 
vision

Building a common vision  
https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0Bx84o8uuK36_VnVVcTZHZ2NYak0

It is about resolution, about power in numbers, about 
finding one's voice - about triumph.

3.5 Knot Gaining confidence https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0Bx84o8uuK36_cUFoVGlyQ3ZqWVRCZHRxYmw5QVdV
WUUxWnM4

Use this music when the participants are holding their 
hands creating a human knot and then writing in their 
workbooks. 

3.7 A Reef Reborn A Reef Reborn 
https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0Bx84o8uuK36_QnFXMV84WkNfSTg 

This music is like an encapsualation of the entire 
exercise - the first part is about one's life before  - 
and then comes the moment of change when one 
knows one has to change course - and the pain, fear 
and challenge of that change - but then the new 
course opens up into a universe of possibilities - not 
without its challenges and pitfalls - but ultimately with 
wonder, triumph - glory.

During the breaks and at the 
end of the workshop

A Reef Reborn Theme  
https://drive.google.com/open?
id=0Bx84o8uuK36_YWZSUl8yay1TUHc

Triumph

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_TTJ2RXpEWDZEWkE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_VnVVcTZHZ2NYak0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_cUFoVGlyQ3ZqWVRCZHRxYmw5QVdVWUUxWnM4
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_QnFXMV84WkNfSTg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_YWZSUl8yay1TUHc
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx84o8uuK36_M2FRN1VOUDFWYms
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx84o8uuK36_bWxHRDFxRGdlZlk/view?usp=sharing


A Reef Reborn Reeflections workbook Part 3:“My Family and My world” 
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il in   o on re  
er  en e or st rts it   re

Our community vision:

What can we do to improve our community

What can we do to improve the uality of 
our environment

o nit  eetin s

o nit  eetin s t e l ce in  e ic te  s ce in ic  e le rn  or ni e 
n  e ecisions  e  re t e e rt of o r co nit  

 e co nit  eetin  is ere e fin  consens s n  e t e ision  re lit   

ngredients:
embers of the community with the desire to manage their own development.
 neutral  comfortable space where members feel welcomed.
 convenient time for everybody.
n open invitation always .
 specific agenda to address issues of community advancement.
 volunteer moderator willing to guide discussions  who is inclusive and neutral .
 person who writes the agreements secretary .
 code of honor rules about behavior that the community builds through

consensus .

nstructions:
A. ix everything well in the se uence
above and season it with: Willingness 
to share  commitment  confidence  
openness trust and healthy 
communication.

. ake for no longer than 2 hours.

e reci e for s ccess

t Altern ti e i eli oo s Are ossible

Are there any alternative livelihood 
that you would like to develop  

Which one

Is this activity in harmony with who you are

Is the activity compatible with the environment

Would there be a market for this product or service

What do you need to develop it

f o  onl  o t o  no  o  to o  o  ill ne er be ore t n o  lre  re  

es

es

es

es

My Community
 and My World

Throughout this process we will:

1. xplore alternative livelihoods.

2. uild a collective vision.

3. Develop a way to make agreements meetings . 

4. reate a plan to achieve our vision.

5. olve contentious issues.

6. eflect on what we value about our community.

7. esolve to completing the tasks to meet the goal. 

Reeflections
A Reef Reborn

Name

Date Place
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 f o  e b ilt c stles in t e ir  o r or  nee  not be lost  t t is ere t e  s o l  be  
o  t t e fo n tions n er t e  

enr  i  ore

e r ose of t e ision n  
t e constr ction of  l n is 

to b il  fo n tions on 
ic  o r co nit s 

re s c n co e tr e

Al s ee  in in  t t re s re not c ie e  o erni t   it is  ste -b -ste  
rocess in one irection. e st re in co itte  or ni e  n  contin e o r 

or  on  il  b sis to see t e c n es.

 :     e   . 

et s o t e not
n e ent n  onflict Resol tion

We usually define a problem as something negative  but if we change 
the perspective  it would be considered as an: 

Who are the most appropriate people to solve a problem  

n eo le int in  tr ition in t eir il  reetin s  en t e  eet 
it  not er erson  t e  s  n  c  ic  e ns    o  n  

t e ot er one res on s  l  en ic  e ns  o  re e  

t  is one of t e ost o erf l tools 
to sol e is ree ents    

t rt b  n erst n in  o r o n osition  
t o rself in ot ers  ositions  

e e ents o t  
Reco ni e ot ers  feelin s  

o nic te

What is needed to solve a 
problem  

e er o bt t t  s ll ro  of t o tf l co itte  citi ens c n c n e t e orl  in ee  it s t e onl  t in  t t e er s   
r ret e  

l n n  st rt
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  ro l  

What would make you want to return

ri e in  o nit

bec se

What makes you feel proud of your 
community  

ogo or shield of my community: 

write the name that refers to people in your community

magine you moved to live elsewhere

What would you miss about your  home  

A e  e innin A Reef Reborn

ro  A Reef Reborn e e le rne  t t e re sters of o r o n 
estin   o f ce t e f t re  c n e is necess r  e st e  
ision of t e nt  e nee  to co e to et er to e  l n   

e nee  to ct  nite  e re stron er  e re interconnecte

 myself:

 my family:

my environment:

 my community:

my world:

 want for...

n t re is in o it ble  

t is irre ressible   

en e ns i e it  c nce  

it c n e l itself  

n  e l s  too  

A Reef Reborn

www.areefreborn3d.com

A Reef Reborn program is possible thanks to the support of:

The abo Pulmo community
The an Diego Natural istory useum  TheNat 
nternational ommunity oundation
Paul . ngell amily oundation
Walton amily oundation

andeo

nd special thanks to:
ll persons and organizations working for the conservation of the ulf of 
alifornia who generously shared useful tools for developing this program. 

A Reef Reborn Facilitators Guide and Reeflections were produced with dedication and 
passion by:
Antonia Hernández, Diego Azcotia and Paulina Godoy (Contents)  
Norma Chacón (Spanish Editorial Review)
Victor Solís (Illustrations)
Gabriela Jiménez (Graphic Design)

evin Co  (English Editorial Review)
Alan Reeves (Music)
Paulina Godoy and Soames Summerahs (Coordination)

The program was brought to the community by:

facilitators@areefreborn3d.com



REFERENCES AND OTHER    

RELATED ACTIVITIES 

Activity 1: WHAT ALTERNATIVE LIVELIHOODS ARE POSSIBLE? 
- Linking Communities, Tourism and Conservation - A Tourism Assessment Process has been designed by 

Conservation International and The George Washington University for field practitioners to perform a rapid 

assessment and analysis of tourism potential in a destination.   https://drive.google.com/file/d/

0Bx84o8uuK36_aHBqcGNzZ3l2VHdJTjB2YWtTbWF0QUF3aFRR/view?usp=sharing 

- Sustainable Livelihoods Enhancement and Diversification (SLED): A Manual for Practitioners. IUCN, Gland, 
Switzerland and Colombo, Sri Lanka; CORDIO, Kalmar, Sweden; and ICRAN, Cambridge, Reino Unido, 
2008. https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx84o8uuK36_Z1ZRdjRtbDNwQ3M/view?usp=sharing 

- Aflatoun’s International has a programme that contains both social and financial themes. Children learn 
about themselves, child rights, saving, basic financial concepts and enterprise. Aflatoun puts children at the 
centre of their learning process and engages them with the world around them. By doing so, Aflatoun 
believes that the social and financial lessons that they receive will stay with them forever. http://
www.aflatoun.org 

Activity 2: BUILDING A COMMON DREAM 
-  The Community Tool Box is a free, online resource for those working to build healthier communities and 
bring about social change. Their mission is to promote community health and development by connecting 
people, ideas, and resources. The Community Tool Box is a service of the Work Group for Community 
Health and Development at the University of Kansas http://ctb.ku.edu/en.  
 - Proclaiming Your Dream: Developing Vision and Mission Statements.  
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategic-planning/vision-mission-statements/main 
 - Analyzing Problems and Goals. 
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/analyzing-problems-and-goals 

- Strategic Plan for the developments of Cabo Pulmo. DAI and ACCP, 2011. http://cabopulmoamigos.org/
assets/strategic-plan-summary-accp-2012.pdf 

Activity 3: COMMUNITY MEETINGS 
- Conducting Effective Meetings. From Community Tool Box. http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/

leadership/group-facilitation/main 

Activity 4: LET’S DO IT! 
- Participatory Approaches to Planning Community Interventions. From Community Tool Box.  
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/analyze/where-to-start/participatory-approaches/main 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx84o8uuK36_aHBqcGNzZ3l2VHdJTjB2YWtTbWF0QUF3aFRR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bx84o8uuK36_Z1ZRdjRtbDNwQ3M/view?usp=sharing
http://www.aflatoun.org
http://www.communityhealth.ku.edu/
http://ctb.ku.edu/en
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/structure/strategic-planning/vision-mission-statements/main
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/analyzing-problems-and-goals
http://cabopulmoamigos.org/assets/strategic-plan-summary-accp-2012.pdf
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/leadership/group-facilitation/main
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/analyze/where-to-start/participatory-approaches/main


- Comunidad organizada de Las Animas, modelo de desarrollo sustentable. Sociedad de historia natural 
Niparajá. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsTP-KiZpJI 

Activity 5: THE KNOT - MANAGEMENT AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION  
- War Child learning.org provide tools to work on the issue of management and conflict resolution. Within 
the material available are resources for facilitators, activities and evaluation.   

Activity 6: PRIDE IN MY COMMUNITY 
- Rare org. partners with local organizations to run comprehensive marketing campaigns, called Pride 
campaigns, to inspire communities to take pride in their natural resources. Pride sparks and builds 
community support for the adoption of more sustainable behaviors. 

Activity 7: A NEW BEGINNING - A REEF REBORN 
- Breaking the Poverty Cycle: The Human Basis for Sustainable Development. Susan Pick and Jenna Sirkin, 

2010. Published to Oxford Scholarship 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsTP-KiZpJI
http://www.warchildlearning.org/
http://www.rare.org
http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195383164.001.0001/acprof-9780195383164
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A Reef Reborn program 

is possible thanks to the support of: 
The Cabo Pulmo community 
The San Diego Natural History Museum - TheNat 
International Community Foundation 
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation 
Walton Family Foundation 
Candeo 

And special thanks to all persons and organizations working 
for the conservation of the Gulf of California who generously 
shared ideas and tools for developing this program:  

Amigos para la Conservación de Cabo Pulmo / Aines Castro / Ana 
Karina Pelaez (PROBEA) /Ana Suarez (Environmental Defense Fund) 
/ Arturo Hernandez and Alfonso Romero (Comunidad y 
Biodiversidad AC) / Bárbara Cardoso and Antonio Diego 
(Conservarte) / Carlos Godinez and Alma Alicia Chavez (Parque 
Nacional Cabo Pulmo, CONANP) / Elizabeth Hammond (Ecology 
Project International) / Gaby Anaya / Iliana Ortega / Liliana 
Gutierrez and Malu Tamayo and fishermen from El Manglito  
(Noroeste Sustentable) /Norma Sánchez, Pablo Castro and Sergio 
Gonzalez (Pronatura Noroeste) / Meredith de la Garza, Amy 
Hudson and Sarahi Gomez (Sociedad de historia natural Niparajá) / 
Dr. Oscar Arizpe and Dr. Héctor Reyes (Universidad Autónoma de 
Baja California Sur) / Sofía Gomez (Costa Salvaje) / Yadira Trejo and 
Anibal Murillo (Grupo Tortuguero de Las Californias). 

This Guide and Reeflections workbook were produced by: 
CONTENT 
Antonia Hernández, Diego Azcotia and Paulina Godoy Aguilar  
SPANISH EDITORIAL REVIEW 
Norma Chacón 
ILUSTRATIONS 
Victor Solís 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
Gabriela Jiménez 
ENGLISH EDITORIAL REVIEW 
Kevin Cox 
MUSIC - COMPOSER / PERFORMER 
Alan Reeves 
COORDINATION 
Paulina Godoy Aguilar and Soames Summerhays

www.areefreborn3d.com              facilitators@areefreborn3d.com

http://www.areefreborn3d.com
mailto:facilitators@areefreborn3d.com
http://www.areefreborn3d.com
mailto:facilitators@areefreborn3d.com

